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ABSTRACT: Several studies are presently under progress  in the Walloon Region so as to assess the 
long term environmental impact caused by the closing of coal mines.  Among the effects on water 
resources management, mining wastes deposits in the major bed of small rivers becomes a concern 
since the lack of maintenance of the works leads to difficulties of drainage in period of storm and to 
situations at risk for the vicinity.  A first characterization carried out by the IGRETEC at the 
request of the Walloon Region leads to the selection of nine spoil  heaps for more detailed 
investigations.  The purpose is to update the administrative data by establishing the profile and 
cross sections of the works, to collect hydrological data and to evaluate measures to be proposed 
according to the risks and to the dimensioning of the works.  The in situ investigations called upon 
specialized speleologists and the use of video cameras.  
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RESUME: Plusieurs études sont actuellement en cours en Région wallonne afin d’étudier l'incidence 
environnementale de l’arrêt de l’exploitation des mines de charbon.  Parmi les conséquences sur la 
gestion des eaux figure le dépôt des déchets miniers dans le lit majeur de cours d'eau préalablement 
mis sous pertuis.  Cette pratique était particulièrement courante dans le bassin minier de Charleroi, 
où une vingtaine de terrils recouvrant près de six kilomètres de voûtements ont été répertoriés.  
L'absence d'entretien des ouvrages conduit à des difficultés d'évacuation des eaux en période 
d'orage et à des situations à risque pour le voisinage.  A l'issue d'une première caractérisation 
menée par l'IGRETEC à la demande de la Région wallonne, neuf sites ont été sélectionnés en vue 
d'investigations plus détaillées.  Il s'agit notamment d'effectuer un relevé précis des voûtements afin 
d'établir les profils en long et en travers des ouvrages en vue de déterminer leurs paramètres (ou 
capacités) hydrauliques. En fonction des données hydrologiques du site, le dimensionnement des 
ouvrages est vérifié et les risques d'obstruction évalués afin de définir les mesures à prendre pour 
éviter des inondations en amont. Les investigations in situ ont fait appel à des spéléologues 
spécialisés et à l'utilisation de caméras vidéo et de matériel antidéflagrant. 

MOTS-CLEFS : mines – incidence environnementale – ruisseaux canalisés - inondations – terrils. 

1. Review and links between mines heaps and river management 

1.1. Consequences of Mine closure on water management in the Walloon Region 

Since a few years, the Walloon Region has undertaken various studies about the consequences of 
After mine on water management.  These studies could be born thanks to the “Comité wallon de 
démergement”, scientific committee created in 1927 in order to advise the studies and supervise 
works undertaken in order to prevent the floods in land subsidence area due to mining activities, 
works having taken the name of “démergement” in the Walloon Region. 
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The first concerns were devoted to the troubles related to water table rebound following the stop of 
the drainage of coal mines (ARNOULD and FLAMION, 2003).  Although various spoil heaps 
slides had occurred and retained attention because of the determining part played by water, it is only 
some years ago that the need for a general study relating to the links between heaps and small rivers 
management has emerged, more particularly in the dewatering zone of CHARLEROI. 

 

1.2. Inventory of the situations at risk related to the spoil heaps in CHARLEROI area 

In the area of CHARLEROI, the spoil heaps made up of the residues of the mining activity 
modified appreciably not only the landscape but also the natural hydrographic network.  

Indeed, by easiness, local coal industry has, as of the surroundings of 1850, filled by its waste 
numbers talwegs and valleys of small tributaries of Sambre river.  

In order not to deviate or alter the brooks pathway, those were channelled and arched before being 
covered by the heaps. 

At the time of coal mines closure, which spread out essentially between 1960 and 1982, the 
management of the works and their maintenance hitherto ensured by the coal companies, stopped.  
The responsibility fell very often with the communes lacking the necessary means or owners little 
concerned about assuming their responsibility. 

By wear, loss of stability, lack of maintenance or repair, the arched brooks ("voûtements") subside, 
or even break down, making obstacle to the flow continuity and being likely to cause obstructions 
and then floods upstream, they were even source of heap instability, as described by the guide of the 
holders of colliery heap (PAQUETTE et LAVERSSANE, 2003). 

The communal and inter-commune authorities are facing many complaints which need to be 
adressed.  Because of its competences as regards floods mitigation in zone of mining subsidence, 
the IGRETEC (Association of communes of CHARLEROI and surroundings working in particular 
in the fields of sanitation and regional planning) was charged by the Walloon Region and the 
concerned communes to carry out an inventory of the brooks channelled under spoil heaps. 

At the end of this mission carried out in 2002, twenty one heaps covering channelled brooks were 
identified, the conduits having a total length of approximately six kilometers (LARDINOIS, 2003). 

This preliminary study also made it possible to determine the catchment area (S) of the various 
brooks as well as, in a rudimentary way, the average runoff coefficient (ϕ). The stormflow to be 
evacuated by the arched brooks could thus be calculated on the basis of the simplified formula: Q = 
ψ ϕ A S (where A = 172 l/s ha and ψ = 0,75). 

Knowing the apparent section and the slope of the brooks, the easily flooded zones observed on the 
ground could then be explained by collapses or contracted sections, not visible without further 
inspection. 

Nine sites requiring prior complementary investigations were thus identified by the scientific 
Committee in charge of the evaluation of the results. 
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2. Liability and study of the prior hazardous zones 

After an examination of the regulatory aspects of the situation, the Walloon Region agreed to 
finance a study for the prior areas.  It was a question to allow the IGRETEC: 

- to map the risks; 
- to carry out in situ surveys ; 
- to set up devices for hydrological monitoring; 
- to define guidelines for an integrated management. 

 

 
Map 1. Dewatering area of CHARLEROI and catchments of priority arched brooks (no scale). 

 

2.1. Regulatory aspects to take into account 

With regard to the preliminary legal aspects, two questions arose first of all: on one hand what was 
the responsibility for the Walloon Region, on the other hand what were the authorizations required 
to undertake the in situ work investigations. 

With the first question, it was clearly answered that, within the framework of the legislation on the 
nonnavigable rivers, the responsibility falls to the owner or to the guardian of the work set up on the 
river, the duty of the Public Authority being to take care to ensure the water run-off of the river 
concerned, and, if the need arises, to enforce the urgent works at its own expenses, with later 
recovery for the costs. 

In the current state of the Walloon legislation, the only public authorities entitled to intervene on the 
brooks listed by the IGRETEC are the Province and the communes. 

It has to be mentioned that, with regard to the mining law, spoil heaps are not anymore considered 
to be part of the colliery.  Except when they were the subject to a valorization grant, these heaps are 
ordinary private properties not subjected to administrative monitoring, except what is said in article 
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74 of the mining laws with regard to the power to be exerted by the mining engineers for the 
conservation of the buildings and the safety of the ground. 

With the second question, it results from what precedes that the access to the heap must be obtained 
in theory from their owner and occupants, as for any private ground. However, for the small rivers 
involved, the commune or the Province according to the importance of the water course, benefits 
from a right of access to exert the monitoring, right of access of which they can make profit to the 
IGRETEC. 

The study was thus considered to be essential to allow the Walloon Region and the communes to 
advise and if necessary to enforce the measures to be taken by the private owners in charge to limit 
the risks and harmful effects related to the possible breakdown of the arched brooks (floods, heaps 
slide). 

2.2. Aims of the study  

The study covers the dewatering zone of CHARLEROI and extends to the catchment areas from the 
brooks listed in chart 1 below. 

Chart 1. Priority list of channelled brooks under spoil heaps. 
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brook 
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21 510 m FONTAINE-L'EVÊQUE 
(Forchies-La-Marche) 

N° 10 Les Bans  Province du Hainaut

11 200 m CHARLEROI (Montignies 
sur Sambre) 

N° 54 Résolu Private owner 

12 460 m CHARLEROI (Montignies 
sur Sambre) 

N° 56 Résolu n°2 Private owner 

4 360 m CHARLEROI (Gilly) 
/CHÂTELET (Châtelet) 

N° 64 Les Viviers Province du Hainaut 

14 
15 

 370 m CHARLEROI (Ransart) N°53 La Flanière 
N°57 St-Charles 

Private owner / Ville 
de CHARLEROI 

7 320 m CHARLEROI (Gosselies et 
Jumet) 

Fosse St-Louis Province du Hainaut 
/ Ville de 

CHARLEROI 

8 420 m CHARLEROI (Lodelinsart) N° 46 Sacré Français Province du Hainaut

6 330 m CHARLEROI (Jumet) N° 38e Bois de la 
Coupe 

Ville de 
CHARLEROI 

19 650 m COURCELLES 
(Trazegnies) 

N° 178 Terril n° 5 Private owner 

The studied area includes the communes of CHARLEROI, CHÂTELET, COURCELLES, 
FARCIENNES and FONTAINE-l’EVEQUE. Its delimitation is shown in red on map 1 above. 
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The purpose of the study comprises in particular the cartography of the affected zones, the 
determination of the causes of the floods and if possible the installation of hydrologic networks, the 
description of the works conditions based on in situ investigations, the evaluation of the inherent 
risks due to the floods, proposals of guidelines for technical solutions taking into account the 
hydrological, social, environmental and economic aspects including, if necessary, a comparison 
between various possible solutions (rehabilitation of the arches; putting back of the brooks to the 
open sky; construction of storm basins...). 

The purpose of the mission entrusted to the IGRETEC is primarily to help the managers of the 
rivers and the communes to bring solutions to problems of safety badly encountered by the 
residents, being of course that the Walloon Region does not take any responsibility in the realization 
of work possibly necessary.  

The study began on December 1, 2003 and should enclose at the beginning of 2006. Some results 
can already be presented. 

3. Preliminary results of the study  

3.1. Risk mapping 

The potentially flooded zones upstream of the heaps were mapped by first of all simulating an 
obstruction inside the arched brooks, then by determining the flooded zone and the new pathway of 
water according to the most recent and most reliable digitized topographic data (data of the Walloon 
Ministry of Equipment and Transport), finally while carrying out the field checks with the 
topographers. 

No analysis was still carried out to represent the sliding risks of the heaps in the event of 
obstruction of the drains under it (creep rupture of the supporting soils saturated with water or 
rupture by plasticization of materials of the deposit subjected to wetting cycles). 

The zone most affected in terms of number of inhabitants is that of Forchies-La-Marche, with 212 
houses included in the potentially flooded zone (map 2). The majority of the houses being relatively 
close to the spoil heap, the risks remain significant (photograph 1). 

The field investigations show that in certain cases (Bois-de-la-Coupe; Viviers) the floods are due to 
the water rising through the sewers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photograph 1.  Flooded area near spoil heap "Les Bans" (FONTAINE-L'EVÊQUE Forchies-La-Marche). 
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Elsewhere, the number of dwellings is rather low, but the situation is alarming because of the 
vicinity of the dwellings and the heap (seven houses in Saint-Charles at Ransart, spoil heap in 
addition in combustion: photograph 2). 

 

 
Map 2. Flooded area in case of obstruction at "Les Bans" (FONTAINE-L'EVÊQUE Forchies-La-Marche)..  
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Photograph 2.  Downstream "St-Charles" spoil heap in combustion near dwellings at CHARLEROI (Ransart).  

3.2. Pluviographic data at short time step 

Only the data of two permanent recording rain-gauges (IRM recording rain-gauge at Gosselies 
airport and SETHY recording rain-gauge at Monceau lock) are available to determine the project 
rains and to analyze the behaviour of the brooks catchments. 

Two additional recording rain-gauges were thus established. The comparison of the Intensity 
Duration curves shows significant differences between the various recording rain-gauges, probably 
because of the orographical effect (proximity of the heap; effect of valley). 

Taking into account the recording mode, the time step available to gather the data (10 minutes) is 
not entirely satisfactory in order to draw up for the future the curves Intensity-Duration-Frequency 
valid for small catchments (less than 200 ha). 

In the framework of the study, the possibility of gathering data with a short time step was thus 
investigated, trough tipping bucket recording rain-gauges with readings every two minutes.  

For various reasons (difficulty in complying with the rules of placement of the recording rain-
gauges; availability of the material) this wish could not be concretised and the installation of a 
network of recording rain-gauges adapted to urban hydrology remains a challenge for the 
Administration and the organizations in charge of sanitation in the Walloon Region. 
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3.3. Flow meters 

Within the framework of the study, each brooks has been equipped with a flowmeter, its location 
being strongly dependant of accessibility constraints.  At "Terril N° 5" for example, there is a marsh 
upstream (photograph 3).  In order to check the good choice of location of the probes of 
measurement, the longitudinal and cross-section measurement profiles were drawn up and the 
measurement sections were checked before to fulfill the calibration curves. 

 

 

Photograph 3. Marsh upstream "terril N°5" at COURCELLES (Trazegnies).  

Collected data are now being processed. 

 

3.4. In situ investigations methodology 

One of the most important result of the study was the realisation of in situ investigations based on a 
methodology and terms and conditions outlined in the general and special specifications prepared 
for the call for tenders to carry out the work under extremely particular conditions. 

Seven "voûtements" arched galleries of an overall length of almost 3500 m were selected to be the 
subject of the inspections.  

Taking into account the problems of safety in confined space (lack of oxygen, explosion and/or fire 
hazard, risks of intoxication and brutal rise in the temperature), all measures were enforced to carry 
out work in full safety: 

- experienced personnel (of which a first-aid worker and a foreman) and equipped (gas-detector in 
particular);  

- personnel in a sufficient number and well distributed: a person remaining outside to take part in 
the security of the operations, a team of two men for the beaconing and of cleaning or clearing 
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out work necessary to the passage of the camera or the personnel in charge of the description 
of the"voûtement" and a team of two men for the land surveys and the photographs. 

Work consisted in:  
- taking all measurements to make safe the access to the works being primarily in roadway 

system;  
- taking photograph in order to illustrate degradations and anomalies (section and changes of 

slope, cracks, breaks, perforations, erosions, obstructions...) and locating the pictures in 
cumulated and orientation, at a rate of at least a photograph every 20 meters (3 million pixels, 
minimum, for A4 prints)  

- carrying out underwater picture if required when the water level is too important; 
- measuring the length of the work and to locate in cumulated all degradations and anomalies; 
- recording the levels and the orientations every 20 meters minimum and to establish of them the 

sights in plans, longitudinal and cross section profiles;  
- sending a camera on carriage or "raft" in the inaccessible parts by the team, according to 

possibilities. 

For each arched gallery, a video tape (numerical color) of approximately an hour was carried out, a 
synthesis being also prepared to illustrate the present paper.  

4. Results of the in situ investigations and first conclusions 

4.1. In situ investigations  

A first inspection took place on September 16, 2004 at Forchies-La-Marche. 

The results made it possible to validate the methodology, while bringing some little adaptations in 
order to better hold account of the field realities (painted marks on the arches for filming 
identifications; adaptation of the number of photoshots according to the constraints of batteries 
lighting; improvement of the waterproofing of the apparatuses). 

The arches under the heap "the Bans" obviously were carried out progressively with the erection of 
the heap, the central part being the oldest and the most deteriorated. 

There are many changes of section, without relationship to the requirements of water flow. The 
materials and the modes of realization vary and the junctions are very often badly carried out. 

Settlements due to undermining operations and concretion formations (hardness of the underground 
water: 44°F) could be located (photograph 4). There is no more no maintenance, in particular for 
the metal parts. 
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Photograph 4 concretion formations and partial obstruction of Ernelles brooks under spoil heap "Les Bans" (FONTAINE-

L'EVÊQUE Forchies-La-Marche).  

The closing of the topographic data is good after 600 meters with the electronic compass (9 m into 
horizontal and 0,6 m into vertical). The roughness of the various sections could be estimated.  

Counterslopes due to soil subsidence and hydraulic problems (obstructions; shrinkages) sounded 
out at the time of the inventory thus could be specified. The results were synthesized in a file 
established for each site and comprising photographic statements. 

The logistic support brought by firm DEBACKRE and URGYAN proved to be excellent. These 
visits were however particularly tough. Important problems (temperature higher than 60°C and 
dangerous atmosphere) were encountered at the St-Charles, requiring the venting of the principal 
galery. The visit shows that the upstream of the arch inside of the St-Charles was voluntarily 
blocked, not preventing however water from cutting through a path through masonry. 

In Ransart, the inspection has to be done by the downstream because of an obstruction.  

With the Vivier, the visit was stopped upstream by the total coal dust plugging and downstream 
because of the insufficiency of oxygen and the coal dust plugging, of unspecified origin in absence 
of physicochemical analysis. 

 

4.2. First conclusions 

In a general way, the state of the works does not assure for the future. This situation 
challenges. The in situ investigations show that the absence of maintenance is seldomly 
the only cause of the bad flow, which is also due to the design of works carried out at 
various periods and to the location of these works.  Indeed, the investigations showed: 

- changes of hydraulic parameters caused by the variations of the sections and the 
diversity of the principles of construction; 

- destruction of the works by general outdatedness (corrosion of the steel structure) or by 
ground pushing on the walls. 

With regard to the preventive and corrective measures which are essential, the 
recommendations of PAQUETTE and LAVERSSANE (op. cit.) should inspire the Public 
Authorities concerned so: 

- to impose prohibitions to build in the zones at the risk; 
- to avoid the proofings in slope stake; 
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- to regularly control the existing conduits under heaps in order to carry out necessary 
repairs. 

The proposals for an improvement of the voûtements should however not be carried out if 
there is a possible alternative, so as to deviate the brook. 

5. Perspectives 

These problems of arched brooks (voûtements) are not limited with collieries heaps, because 
number of brooks were channelled in other circumstances, then covered by the urbanization. 

In addition, it is not because there is no noted problem that the "voûtements" is satisfactory. A 
collapse occurred recently on one voûtement not mentioned in the priority study. 

In the particular case of the mines heaps, the results currently obtained could be used to establish a 
classification of the heaps according to the risks which they present for the environment and their 
vicinity, taking into account the European directive on mining waste in process of adoption. 

One of the challenges for the future is thus to complete the investigations for the whole of the 
voûtements listed on the brooks, which represents a work to be planned in the long run. 
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